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The US Declaration of Independence and West Sussex
Record Office
Many of you may have read about the ‘Sussex Declaration’ in the past
few months, or heard about the record on the radio, or even on
television! The story behind how this parchment copy of the US
Declaration of Independence ended up in Chichester is still being looked
into, as researchers investigate its life before it was deposited in the
Record Office in 1956. The Declaration is also being tested at the British
Library to try and find out more about its age and provenance, and
there is a lot more work to be done to uncover the history of this
intriguing document. However, what we do know is that the ‘discovery’
of the Sussex Declaration has caused quite a stir both sides of the
pond!
The record was brought to the public’s attention by an interview the
New York Times conducted with Harvard academics Danielle Allen and
Emily Sneff, from the Declaration Resources Project. The project sought
to investigate and document copies of the Declaration circulated in the
decades following its signing, and to ‘create innovative and informative
resources about the Declaration of Independence’. The project located
WSRO’s copy through the National Archives online catalogue, through
which our own online catalogue can be searched. Although the record
had been previously featured in ‘Roots of America’, an anthology of
documents relating to American history in West Sussex Record Office,
published in 1976 by
former WSRO Archivist
Kim Leslie, it had
perhaps
passed
researchers by due to
the lack of the word
‘independence’ in the
title of the document,
and thus catalogue
entry.
Following a visit to
WSRO last summer,
Professor Allen and
researcher Emily Sneff

Forthcoming
Events
September 6th -Visit to
Powdermills Hotel,
Battle
September 23rd WSAS Conference on
the theme of ‘Maritime
Sussex’
October 14th - ‘Sussex
Gravestones and
Graveyards’ - an
illustrated talk by
Kevin Gordon.
November 11th Workshop entitled
‘Hospital Records’
HISTORY BOOKS
WANTED SEE LAST
PAGE

Any queries about this
newsletter or questions
for West Sussex
Archives Society please
email
wsascom@btinternet.com

published a paper on the ‘Sussex Declaration’, which was delivered at a Yale University
conference in April. Investigating the significance of the ordering of the signatories, and its
importance as a copy on parchment, second only to the original held at the National Archives
in Washington, D.C, the paper invited media attention from both America and the UK alike.
Quickly followed by articles in The Guardian, The Telegraph, The Times, and the Daily Mail, the
New York Times article also led to articles from NBC News, ABC News, The National Post, Fox
News, and CNN. Even the New Delhi Times was writing about us!
In the days following the news, American network CBS visited us in Chichester to film a segment
reporting the ‘discovery’ on live breakfast television. They spent the day interviewing Wendy
Walker, and filming in the Record Office searchroom and strongrooms. A clip of the segment
can be found on Youtube.
International news agency Reuters also wrote about the Sussex Declaration, and once again
interviewed Wendy for a more in-depth discussion of the Record Office’s role in the document’s
new-found fame. The interest on social media also increased in the following days, and the
WSRO Twitter saw a record number of mentions from both sides of the Atlantic.
Following the interest in the Record Office and our unique discovery, the response in the press
and on social media allowed us to reach a whole new audience, and make links with American
institutions and individuals alike. We hope to report back once the on-going research and
tests have enlightened us further.
Lauren Clifton

RECORD OFFICE UPDATE
Once again our reflections on the last three months coincide with a long spell of balmy weather.
Whilst the archives stay cool in the environmentally-controlled strong rooms, the staff and
researchers continue to work away in the search room with office fans at full throttle to keep
us all cool.

Sue Millard on her leaving day

At the end of April we said goodbye to Sue Millard, who
retired after over 25 years with the Record Office. Sue’s
last day was celebrated in the traditional Record Office
style with a tea party and a wonderful array of homemade
cakes. The Record Office skills at cake baking are indeed
legendary, second only to our archival expertise. I am
very glad to say that this is not a final farewell as Sue
has now joined the WSAS Committee and will continue
to work with us albeit in another guise. Nick CorboStewart arrived the following week to take up the reins
and many of you will remember Nick from his time with
us as the Chichester Festival Theatre Archivist. It is very
good to have him back with us.

Andrew Rackley, the Queen Victoria Hospital East Grinstead Project Archivist, left us at the end
of June to take up a post at the British Library. Andrew has been diligently cataloguing all of
the hospital patient case-files including those of the Second World War air force personnel known
as the Guinea Pig Club. There are some 15,000 files in all and Andrew succeeded in listing over
11,000 of these before he left. Jo McConnell has now joined us, taking over from Andrew, and
will continue his dedicated and impressive work until the end of the project in December. Jo
may also be a familiar face to many of you, having worked at the Record Office as a volunteer
before qualifying as an archivist. Jo introduces herself to you all in this newsletter. For anyone
who would like to know more about this project and how to use hospital archives do take a look
at the next WSAS Workshop which we will be running at the Record Office in November.

Our final new member of staff is Derrick Swindon who joins us as the new Records Management
Assistant. Derrick is now working alongside Andy George and Matt Dell in looking after all of
the County Council’s modern records as part of the Records Management Service. Some of you
may remember one of the WSAS Workshops when we explored some of these modern records
and the work of records management. Since that workshop we have completed a major records
management project and now look after over 600,000 modern records for the County Council
as part of a much expanded service.
Many of you will have seen the widespread press coverage in April over what has become
known as the ‘Sussex Declaration’. Scholars from Harvard came across to see our copy of the
Declaration of Independence last summer and published their findings in a paper given at
Yale on 21 April. The story duly broke on 22 April - in the middle of the WSAS AGM - and we
spent most of that weekend and the following week fielding phone calls, giving interviews and
hosting film crews. It truly felt as though the world’s press had beaten a path to our door as
the story rapidly went global. Lauren’s article provides more on all of this and she has also
just posted a series of Record Office blogs celebrating the links between West Sussex and
America to coincide with Independence Day
(https://westsussexrecordoffice.wordpress.com/).
On other news we have been working with Sight Support Worthing (formerly Worthing Society
for the Blind) on their HLF-funded project, Journey in Time, to explore the history of sight
impairment in Worthing. Volunteers have been carrying out research using the Society’s own
archives as well as those at the Record Office, including the records of East Preston Workhouse
and those of Milton House in Worthing, which was opened in 1937 as the county’s first
purpose-built residential home for blind people. Volunteers have been recording oral history
interviews with blind and partially-sighted people in Worthing and building up a picture of
changing experiences in the local community. The website, which is still a work in progress,
now includes films of some of these interviews, which are extremely moving and provide great
insight into the lives of those who are blind or partially-sighted. An accompanying book is due
to be published next year and all of the original interviews will be deposited at the Record Office
as a digital archive. www.ajourneyintime.org.uk
Oral history is the theme of another major project that has just reached it conclusion. Military
Voices Past and Present began in 2015 and has successfully recorded the lives and memories
of over 60 war veterans from the 1930s to the 1990s. The brainchild of Martin Hayes, the West
Sussex Local Studies Librarian, the project builds on the interviews with First World War veterans
that were carried out by Peter Baker, a teacher in Worthing in the 1980s. An article on this
appears in this newsletter.
The current season of our popular Tuesday Evening Talks came to a triumphant conclusion on
27 June with a wonderful talk by Dr John Mason on Sir Patrick Moore, who spent his childhood
at Bognor and East Grinstead and his later
years at Selsey. Following Sir Patrick’s death
in 2012 the Record Office was asked to help
with the preservation of his archives. Working
with the Trustees of the Patrick Moore Trust
and the South Downs Planetarium we have now
digitised over 60 of his observational
notebooks in which he recorded his studies of
the solar system throughout his life. This digital
archive was launched at the talk and is now
available to see on the public access computers
in the search room. The originals have been
deposited at the Science Museum in London
but the remainder of Sir Patrick’s personal
archives have been deposited at the Record
Office. The talk was organised to coincide with
A young Patrick Moore
the 60th anniversary of the BBC's Sky at Night

programme, which was presented by Sir
Patrick from its first episode in 1957 until his
death.
Details of other up and coming talks and
events at the Record Office are listed in the
newsletter as well as all of the monthly WSAS
events. Do watch out for the first of our new
season of Tuesday Talks on 26 September
when Dr Frank Gray, director of Screen
Archive South East, will be back with us once
again to present a talk on ‘Sea Sussex’,
illustrated by films from the archives.
There is much to look forward to and I hope
to see you all again soon.

Patrick Moore at La Palma 1990

MILITARY VOICES PAST AND PRESENT
A two year oral history project, Military Voices Past and Present, run by West Sussex
County Council Library Service and supported by the Record Office, has just
concluded with the publication of a new book, Military Voices Past and Present.
Funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund and the Armed Forces Covenant Fund, the
project was inspired by the work of Peter Baker, a history teacher from Worthing,
who interviewed 32 First World War veterans in the 1980s and recently deposited his
recordings at the Record Office. The current project sought to build on this wonderful
collection by interviewing a further 63 local veterans, who served in the Second World
War and in later conflicts up to and including Afghanistan in the 1990s. 45 volunteers
took part in the project carrying out research, putting together case studies and
recording interviews. Local primary and secondary schools also took part and
students were taught how to conduct interviews with military veterans who visited
their school. In all some 120 hours of audio recordings were made.
The interviews feature servicemen of all ranks from the artillery, infantry, engineers,
medics and airmen and medal winners. They describe training, fellow servicemen,
front line action, how service affected them as individuals and they include interviews
with female veterans such as nurses and a Bletchley Park code-breaker.
All of these interviews have been brought together in the new book and can also be
heard on the website www.westsussex.gov.uk/militaryvoices. A travelling exhibition
has been set up, including a listening turret with clips of the interviews. This will be
touring around the county libraries over the
next year and is due to be at the Record
Office in November and December.
The book was launched at a celebratory event
at Worthing Library on 24 May where
veterans and volunteers were presented with
copies of the book. Veterans, their families
and volunteers also had the opportunity to
share their experiences of the project and to
listen to some of the clips, which were
extremely moving.

Military Voices Past and Present: West Sussex Veterans in
the 20th Century (West Sussex County Council, 2017) ISBN
978-0-86260-593-3 is now on sale for £10 at the Record
Office and all West Sussex libraries. The complete digital
archive of the project will be deposited for permanent
preservation at the Record Office to ensure that all of these
stories are kept and continue to be accessible in the years
to come.

Meet Jo McConville
My name is Jo McConville, and I am the new QVH Project Archivist at West Sussex
Record Office, taking over from Andrew Rackley, who has moved on to a new
position. I’ll be working on the project for the next six months. I originally hail from
Cambridge and loved history from an early age. My first foray into the world of
archives was a school work experience placement at the Cambridgeshire Archives; I
recall clearly how much I enjoyed investigating and handling original documents in
order to help with family history enquiries. My next experience, a couple of years
later, gave me a view from the “other side” as I spent time with my dad researching
previous generations of our family across the country in Worcestershire. Fun fact – I
named my daughter after a 19th century ancestor discovered in the archives!
My early archival inclinations lay dormant for the next few
years, however, as I was occupied with a young family and
parenting took up most of my time. In 2001 I moved to
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, where I went back to college
and gained a BA in English Literature (my other great
passion). We later relocated to Steep, near Petersfield in
Hampshire where we currently live surrounded by rolling
countryside and an ever-increasing menagerie of animals
(not to mention the children!).
Having spent a number of years working in various
secretarial and administrative jobs, mostly for convenience,
I decided it was time for a real change, and once again felt
drawn to the archive. I began volunteering at West Sussex Record Office in 2014,
gained a place to study for the MA in Archives and Records Management at UCL in
2015 and after a very intensive year, qualified as a fully fledged archivist in 2016,
before returning like a homing pigeon to West Sussex. During this time I’ve had the
opportunity to work on some fascinating collections, from the records of
archaeological expeditions in Egypt at the Petrie Museum in London to literary papers
at the British Library, as well as a variety of projects here in Chichester which have
greatly enhanced my knowledge and appreciation of the local area and its history.
I am delighted to have the opportunity of working on the Queen Victoria Hospital
archive and will do my utmost to maintain Andrew's extremely high standards - he's
done amazing work so far.

Forthcoming Events at the Record Office and WSAS
Events Review
Family History Workshops
If you’re new to family history or want to find out more about the sources available
and how best to use them, you may be interested in the Record Office ‘coffee time’
workshops. They start at 10am on the first Wednesday of the month and cover a wide
range of sources. The forthcoming sessions are as follows:
6 September 2017:
4 October 2017:
1 November 2017:

Beginners guide to Ancestry.co.uk and Findmypast
*Sold out*
How to read old handwriting
*Nearly full*
Crime and punishment

Tuesday Talks
WSAS members are also invited to our ongoing series of Tuesday talks, starting at
7pm. The next few talks are as follows:
•

26 September 2017: Sea Sussex - Exploring films of the Sussex coastline
by Dr Frank Gray
A portrait of maritime Sussex with films drawn from the collection of Screen
Archive South East, including the launching of the Selsey and Shoreham
lifeboats, ‘swallows and amazon’ style sailing in Itchenor in the 1930s, and in
glorious colour: Sunday School outings to Littlehampton in 1949. The event is
part of the British Film Institute's Unlocking Film Heritage programme and its
Coast & Sea series of events for 2017.

•

31 October 2017: Selsey Tram - “The bumpity bump”
An illustrated talk by Bill Gage

•

28 November 2017: “Shame, Scandal and True Love” - the church courts
of Chichester by Peter Wilkinson

•

30 January 2018: ‘Learning by Rote’ – Going to School in Victorian West
Sussex by Ruth Brown

Book now!
If you’d like to come along to a coffee time workshop or a Tuesday talk, please call
01243 753602 to book and pay (advance booking essential). Tickets for coffee time
sessions cost £7.50 and for Tuesday talks £8.00, which includes refreshments. Visit
www.westsussex.gov.uk/ro and view the ‘What’s on at the Record Office’ page for
more details.
*** Discount for WSAS members ***
Please tell us that you are a WSAS member when you book to benefit from
£1 off the price of your ticket

In Search of Regency Worthing - June 11th
On a blustery Sunday afternoon a group of us met our guide Richard Howell outside the
Pier Pavilion for a guided walk around Regency Worthing. Richard kindly furnished us
with a copy of a pre 1830’s map of Worthing, which helped in this tour. We progressed
eastwards and firstly came across two tall buildings, which had been built as lodging
houses. Worthing had little accommodation and no hotels before 1803 as Worthing was
still a small fishing village, Broadwater being the main parish. It was up to the likes
of Edward Ogle and his foresight, which promoted Worthing as to being a fashionable
seaside town, to try and rival Brighton. Worthing much promoted the health side.
We moved to Bedford Row, which still stands looking a little neglected. This row
of Regency terraced houses was built of a creamy yellow brick. The clay for this type of
brick, used for other buildings of this era, was extracted from a clay seam off the
seashore. Strangely this row of houses was built facing eastwards and not looking
towards the sea. Here we noted the blue plaque in honour of W. H. Hudson, writer of
such books as Nature in Downland. Along the walk Richard presented photographs of
drawings and sketches of the buildings and it was to be noted that very few had changed.
In Warwick Street we saw another blue plaque indicating where two of Percy Bysshe
Shelley’s poems had been printed. We then came across Stanford Cottage. Hidden from
view for many years as a furniture shop, it had been built fronting Warwick Street. The
cottage’s significance is it was where Jane Austen had stayed on several occasions and
Worthing had inspired her last novel, left unfinished, called Sanditon.
Moving Northwards we came to Ann Street
named after the wife of Edward Ogle. The
south of Ann Street, shown in the photograph
(left) still survives but the property to the
north, where the old Theatre stood was
demolished by Worthing Borough Council in
the 1960’s who replaced it with the
architectural monstrosity that is The
Guildbourne Centre.
We walked to the site of Warwick House, long
since demolished, built for John Luther an
inveterate gambler. On his demise the house
was sold to George Greville the 2nd Earl of Warwick from whom the street and the house
took their name. Later this house was owned by the previously mentioned Edward Ogle,
who proceeded to enhance Worthing.
Moving on further we encountered this Regency
row of houses in Warwick Road (pictured right).
After a brief walk we then came to Beach
House, designed by the architect John Biagio
Rebecca who was also responsible for such
buildings as St. Paul’s Church and Castle
Goring. Beach House was saved from
demolition by petition in the 1980s and is now
turned into apartments. We continued our walk
through Beach House Park and the next
Regency houses we arrived at were Ambrose

Place, again noting the blue plaque put up for Sir Harold Pinter. The gardens to the south
of this row are still in situ and when the houses were built they would have had a clear
view to the sea. Liverpool Terrace was another good example of Regency Worthing. Now
mostly offices, again the gardens have survived but are now a public space. South to
Montague Place where again a good row of Regency houses survive. It is amazing how
much of Regency Worthing still exists. It is just a case of looking up and enjoying the
architecture. Thank you Richard for a lovely afternoon and we were all so grateful that
the rain held off and finally the walk ended in sunshine.
Daphne A. Norton

Selsey Walk - July 8th
All Aboard! Dr Bill Martin led us on a fascinating two mile stroll to view the seaside
bungalows at Selsey that were converted from old railway carriages in the 1920s and
1930s.
Some of the carriages were transported from Chichester Station by Pickfords and E.A.
White & Sons of Chichester. The carriages were usually delivered with the wheels still
attached, then jacked up while the wheels were removed. Therefore many of the
bungalows have steps leading up to them and this often – but not always - indicates a
railway carriage hidden within.
The carriages were bought for £25 each and delivered to the Park Estate, owned by Jacob
‘Tommy’ Berg, a tailor from the East End of London. Tommy was a friend of the local
playwright R.C. Sherriff who wrote ‘Journey’s End’. Another friend of Tommy’s worked
at Waterloo Station and it is thought that he may have been the source for the carriages.
Tommy rented the converted carriage homes out for £20 a year and in the 1920s he
owned fifty of them, so his income was considerable. Not surprisingly, his own bungalow
was named Wi Wurry!

Carriage Door Strap still attached

Windows that are a tell-tale story of a carriage

The Park Estate was closed during World War Two and Canadian and American soldiers
were billeted in some of the bungalows in readiness for D-Day. The Mulberry Harbour
was constructed along this stretch of coastline. After the war the properties were let
again and later on, tenants were given the opportunity to purchase the freehold.
Tulip, now a holiday let, was built in Delaware in 1897. It is the only carriage to have
been shipped to England and was used as part of the Folkstone train until 1914. Venus
II is a Pullman Parlour Car and was withdrawn from service in 1930. The lamp-post in
the garden was originally at Petworth Station. Built in 1876, Louise, is the oldest carriage
in Selsey. This was the first Pullman to have electric lighting.

VENUS II

We all enjoyed spotting telltale rows of windows which clearly indicate railway carriages.
One still has the leather strap on the slam door, and in others you can see ‘Smoking’
written on the glass. One unique carriage, not disguised at all, is Santos built in 1897
and refurbished as a Pullman in 1919 by the London, Chatham and Dover Railway. The
original name, Mabel was changed by previous owners to commemorate their
honeymoon in South America.

SANTOS

This is a delightfully unspoilt area of Selsey with unmade up roads and a ‘sand in the
sandwiches’ atmosphere. Long may it may continue that way. We are extremely grateful
to Bill for entertaining us with another informative walk – and for recommending
Chaplin’s Coffee House for refreshment after our sunbaked stroll by the sea.
Leigh Lawson

Events Programme
Wednesday, September 6th - Joint meeting arranged by FOTKA. A visit to Powdermills Hotel, near
Battle which is a lovely Grade II listed building, set in landscaped gardens and was previously the residence
of a gunpowder manufacturer. A talk and tour of the property will be led by the owner and other experts.
Meet at the hotel for 10.00am start and due to conclude at 12.00pm
Cost £12 including coffee/tea and biscuits
Please note cheques for this event must be payable to ‘The Friends of the Keep Archives’
Saturday, September 23rd - WSAS Conference themed on Maritime Sussex.
To be held in Pagham Village Hall, Pagham Road, Pagham, PO21 4NJ (Coming from the Chichester
direction, drive through Pagham village. Pass the Lamb Inn on the left. The village hall is 150 yards on the
right, just past the United Reformed Church. There is a car park at the hall.)
9.30 coffee for a 10am start - conference ends at 4.00pm.
Our speakers are:
Dr Caroline Adams, The Maritime Trade of Elizabethan Chichester
Dr Ian Friel, An Impossible Place to Build a Ship: naval shipbuilding in Chichester Harbour in the 18th19th centuries
Margaret Henderson, Smugglers and Coastguards
John Mills, The Part Played by Pagham Harbour in Sussex Maritime Trade
The British Association for Local History will be in attendance with
their publications, as will some local history societies.
Cost Members £15 Non-members £18
Includes tea, coffee and biscuits at start and finish
Please bring packed lunch or there are pubs nearby if you wish to go out and make your own arrangements.

Saturday, October 14th - Sussex Gravestones and Graveyards: an illustrated talk by Kevin Gordon. To
be held at St Botolph’s Church, Heene, Manor Road, Worthing, BN11 4LY.
Kevin has toured Sussex looking for examples of odd and interesting gravestones and graveyards from simple
wooden crosses to huge pyramids. This may seem an odd subject but it is a fascinating one.
The entrance to the church rooms is in Manor Road. Tea, coffee and biscuits provided.
Cost Members - £6 Non-Members £8

WSAS Committee
Richard Mant - Chairman
Leigh Lawson - Vice Chairman
Susan Nicel - Treasurer
Richard Howell - Secretary
Barrie Keech - Newsletter & Website
Holly Wright - Committee Member
Jeff Staniforth - Committee Member

Jane Mant - Membership Secretary
Stella Elliot - Committee Member
Barbara Ely - Committee Member
Helen Whittle - Journal Editor
Gillian Thompson - Committee Member
Ruth Brown - Committee Member
Susan Millard - Information Manager

Wendy Walker - County Archivist
All contactable using wsascom@btinternet.com
Further Society information is available at the website:
westsussexarchivessociety.webplus.net

Booking Slips
Any query about any event please contact: wsascom@btinternet.com
Events can also be seen at: westsussexarchivessociety.webplus.net
Wednesday September 6th - Visit to the Powdermills Hotel, near Battle
Cost: £12 to include coffee/tea and biscuits
Names of members attending………………………………………………………………….
Tel. No……………………………….Email or home address………………………………………..
Names of non-members attending…..…………………………………………………………………
Tel. No……………………………….Email or home address……………………………………….
Amount paid, cheques made payable to The Friends of the Keep Archives……………………….
Please return slip by 18th August to, WSAS, c/o West Sussex Record Office, County Hall, Chichester, West
Sussex, PO19 1RN
Saturday September 23 - WSAS Conference, ‘Maritime Sussex’
Cost £15 members £18 non-members
Names of members attending………………………………………………………………….
Tel. No……………………………….Email or home address………………………………………..
Names of non-members attending…..…………………………………………………………………
Tel. No……………………………….Email or home address……………………………………….
Amount paid, cheques made payable to WSAS……………………….
Please return slip by 15th September to, WSAS, c/o West Sussex Record Office, County Hall, Chichester,
West Sussex, PO19 1RN
Saturday October 14th - Sussex Gravestones and Graveyards a talk by Kevin Gordon
Cost £6 members £8 non-members
Names of members attending………………………………………………………………….
Tel. No……………………………….Email or home address………………………………………..
Names of non-members attending…..…………………………………………………………………
Tel. No……………………………….Email or home address……………………………………….
Amount paid, cheques made payable to WSAS……………………….
Please return slip by 7th October to, WSAS, c/o West Sussex Record Office, County Hall, Chichester, West
Sussex, PO19 1RN

